back to basics

Ten things you need to know about
managing stock

6 Stock wastage

Ian Marcousé provides a framework of ten concepts
for your revision on managing stock/inventories

Advantage: if staff understand the impact of wastage on gross profit they should understand the need to take care over fresh food — and
beware putting names on football shirts.

2 Lead time

The minimum number of units that a business
wants to keep in stock at all times.

The time between placing an order with a supplier and the supplies arriving.

Advantage: a carefully set buffer ensures
never running out of stock but also never
having excessive inventories.
Disadvantage: unless a business has a
good model for forecasting sales, the buffer
level may prove wrong, e.g. low stocks of
double cream in the lead-up to Wimbledon
fortnight (when the British binge on
strawberries and cream).

Example: Fulham FC’s club shop had produced a batch of shirts with fan favourite Scott Malone’s name on the back. Unexpectedly Huddersfield
Town offered £3 million for Malone, Fulham accepted, the shirts were unsellable and therefore wastage.

Disadvantage: failing to manage stock wastage might lead to customers being unhappy about dented tins and ageing clothes being kept at full price.

1 Buffer stock
Example: a local baker wants to keep zero
stocks of bread/fresh cakes overnight, but
wants a minimum of 12 small bottles of still
water in the fridge at all times.

Damaged or at-sell-by-date stock has to be discounted or thrown away. Either is counted as wastage and damages gross profit margins.

Example: Coca-Cola factories often have their can-making supplier alongside them, with
a conveyor belt taking the cans through a wall into the Coke plant. This might mean the
can-makers need only a few minutes’ warning before increasing their deliveries. In contrast,
most toys are imported from China, so an Argos order for twice the number of Barbie dolls
might take 6 weeks to come by ship from China.
Advantage: short supplier lead times allow a business to operate with little or
no buffer stock.
Disadvantage: lead times may change unexpectedly, e.g. when the supplier suffers from
flooding or an earthquake.

7 Just in time (JIT)
Managing operations on the basis of the minimum possible levels of materials stock, work-in-progress and finished goods stock.
Example: ordering raw materials to arrive just before stocks run out. This means the buffer stock can be close to zero.
Advantage: keeping stocks (inventories) as low as possible minimises the amount of the firm’s cash tied up in stock. This helps cash flow,
minimises working capital usage and minimises opportunity costs.
Disadvantage: JIT relies on absolute trust in your supplier. When earthquakes hit Japan, supply problems force many Japanese companies to
halt production.

8 Stock rotation
To minimise wastage, well-run businesses rotate their stock so that the first
in is the first out. Shelves should be filled from the back, not the front.

3 Re-order level

9 Maximum stock level
The highest volume of stock the business can store.

Example: when stocks of tomato ketchup fall below 20 bottles at Tesco in Coventry, an
order for another six cases is sent automatically to Heinz.

Example: fresh cream has a sell-by date of no more than 4 days, so if a
shelf-filler puts the newest stock of cream at the front of the shelf, the older
cream gets pushed to the back, and eventually will be too close to the sell-by
date to sell. So the stock needs to be rotated.

Advantage: ensures that re-orders are made that bring in the new inventory before
stocks run out.

Advantage: consistent stock rotation minimises wastage and therefore
maximises gross profit margins.

Advantage: the lower the maximum level, the lower
the average stock level can be, keeping cash levels
reasonably high.

Disadvantage: the re-order level may fail to bring in enough stock if an unexpected
sales boom occurs.

Disadvantage: stock rotation requires time, care and well-trained staff. Not
all businesses have these things.

Disadvantage: limiting the maximum stock level can wreck
attempts to enjoy lower costs due to bulk buying.

Example: a school might buy 5,000 pens
with the school name written on in gold. This
might make the cost per pen 11p, whereas
the cost per pen might be 80p if only 500
were purchased.

5 Perishability

10 Stock-holding costs

Stocks with a short shelf life need to be treated with care because of their perishability.

The regular cost to businesses of holding their average stock level.

Advantage: lower unit costs reduce the
average cost per unit, helping profitability.

Example: fresh raspberries may have a shelf life of 2 days, whereas frozen raspberries may
be fine for 2 months and tinned raspberries for 2 years. Therefore minimum inventory (stock)
levels might be as low as zero for fresh raspberries.

Example: for a jeweller, holding stocks of gold (the raw material) carries interest charges (on financing the cost of buying those stocks) plus
security costs plus insurance costs (in case the security system fails).

Advantage: thinking about perishability means getting the right balance between the buffer
stock and the desire to avoid empty shelves.

Disadvantage: a business might fail to realise the risks in calculating stockholding costs, e.g. the risk of a rise in interest rates or of a rise in
property costs.

4 Bulk buying
Purchasing large quantities of materials to
ensure the highest possible discounts per
unit purchased.

Disadvantage: bulk buying means stock
levels rise, and those same stocks may be
around for too long, leading to wastage if the
stocks are perishable (or the product goes
out of fashion).

Stock levels falling to this point triggers an order to be sent to the supplier.

Disadvantage: too much focus on avoiding stock wastage on perishable items might mean
too many empty shelves towards the end of the day.

Advantage: knowing your stock-holding cost helps you decide whether to go for the JIT approach of stock minimisation.
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Example: ice cream delivered to the Waitrose wholesale
depot in Bracknell has to be limited to the amount of
refrigerated space the depot can handle.
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